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Witch bottle basics
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(17

Century)

• Broadly identifiable with the Bellarmine type
• Triad of core ingredients: pins, salt, urine (often hair too)
• Counter-magical device = breaking the power of a witch over victim
(enshrined by Messrs Blagrave & Glanvill).
• The products of ‘professionals’ - cunning folk, or a cunning
person/specialist is usually consulted as to their manufacture…
• The witch bottle (astrological component / urine/uruscopy / notion of
witchcraft as a legitimate cause of illness) was broadly coherent with
contemporary scientific assumptions = was therefore not ‘folk magic’
in the same way that later (19th, 20th century) examples were

Aim of talk
• Discussion of MWM collection of ‘witch bottles’ and their UK
archaeological contexts c. 1850 – 1950
• Suggest new interpretations/definition of ‘witch bottles’ for the
period
• immersion in the ideas and examples compiled and collected by Cecil
Williamson, founder of the Museum (c. 1940s).

• Encourage you all to visit and use the MWM’s resources!

What is a witch bottle?

Witch Bottles: A West Country definition

Definition written by Cecil
Williamson (1909-1999)
Founder of MWM and
principle collector from c.
1940-1990s

Witch Bottles: A West Country definition
• In the 19th & 20th century witch bottles are the product of a fluid,
results-based ‘economy of magic’
• Production and use is individualistic; private symbolic magical
language/meanings (therefore difficult for scholars to penetrate)
• But… there is a broadly coherent ‘folkloric’ culture in which this
language makes sense.

• Working definition: A ‘witch bottle’ c. 1850-1950:
• A) Contains some form of Spirit essence (captured/conjured/coerced)…
• B) Which interacts with bottle contents in magical/symbolic way (private
magical worldview of practitioner/regional folklore plays a part here)…
• C) Location of bottle determines meaning

Witch bottles and water

Witch bottles and rituals of water
• Wells Journal, ‘Witchcraft in Stockport’ 21 November 1857
(reprint of an article in the Stockport Advertiser)
• Important details:
• 2 glass bottles with pins, urine and Dragon’s Blood are discovered near
a road
• Several in the crowd testify that such bottles were made by fortune
tellers to help lovers ‘bewitch’ their unfaithful partners.
• Three other witnesses claimed that bottles like this are devices made by
witches, i.e., a person with evil intent (not made by ‘cunning folk’)
• These three also claimed that upon the discovery of a ‘witch bottle’ a ‘wise
woman’ should be consulted…

Witch bottles and rituals of water
• A ‘professional fortune teller and planet ruler’ was asked what
should be done with the bottles:
• A ritual disposal of bottle and contents was imperative
• Merely breaking the bottle was no good

• ‘the land’ and ‘vegetation’ would be ‘injured’ and ‘impaired’ if the bottle was
carelessly thrown into a ‘cesspool’ or rubbish pit.

• ‘the only way was to break the phial over a running stream, whereby the
pernicious fluid would mingle with the purer current, and be imperceptibly, but
irrevocably, wasted; the bottle being also cast into the water.’

• A second witness tells the story of another bottle:

• The informants sister was once bewitched by a ‘witch bottle’. They
knew that the offending bottle was ‘buried in the bed of the river
Mersey, underneath the Wellington-bridge arch’.

Object No. 1439
‘Taylor & Co Mineral
Waters’, Staines.
Torpedo bottle, c. 18491900, deposited?

Contains: Willow leaves, twist of matted black hair, dried
mud, bent pin(s)

Object No. 1438
‘G. C. King, Bristol’ c. 1888 – 1907,
deposited?
Torpedo shaped bottle: ‘an example of ‘get
lost magic’ containing red wax and chicken
feathers.
Pushed in tidal mud at Tresillian, Cornwall
South flowing water

Rivers and ‘witch bottles’
• Sources (textual and material) indicate:

• Breaking witch bottle into pure flowing water ‘defuses’ pernicious
energy/spirit within bottle = Beneficent Ritual Disposal
• So bottles deposited in standing, stagnant, impure water/cesspit = Malefic Illwishing?

• ‘South flowing stream’ – carries evil influences away
• Tidal, south flowing Tresillian river

• Has bottle been ‘defused’?
• Tidal flow helps with transference / ‘contagious magic’ / healing magic?

• River locations were magically efficacious

• Liminal zones dividing the land mass (Blisland charmer)

• Rivers are places for spirit contact /deposition of bottles into the
‘spirit world’

Witch bottles and rituals of water
Stockport water ritual continued…
• Witch has deposited bottle in the River Mersey under the
Wellington bridge…

• A ‘wise woman’ was consulted.
• The bewitched woman was ‘called upon to stand in a particular spot, at
a given time, while an incantation was pronounced. “Several spirits
passed before her, one of which remained in front of her for some
time.” To this spirit the planet-ruler addressed herself, and it soon
disappeared, together with the young woman’s ailments and
forebodings’.
• What was in the bottle? The essence of the bewitched woman? The essence is
doubly ‘trapped’ both in the bottle and by the river-bed location…
• If witch can seal SPIRIT ESSENCE OF VICTIM in bottle…then why not
vice-versa?

‘Witch bottles’ as spirit
traps for witches

A small ribbed glass-bottle, silvered
inside, of figure-of-eight form, is corked
up and sealed with brown wax. The old
lady, living in a village near Hove, Sussex,
by whom it was obtained about 1915,
remarked: ‘They do say there be a witch in
it, and if you let him out there'll be a peck
o' trouble.’”

Pitt Rivers Museum, Oxford

Ginger Beer bottle containing witch in
beetle form?, c. 1900 [Object 1475]

Contents:

Single archive slip retrieved from papers
which can be dated to the 1970s.

Cards are part of jottings Williamson
made to record discussions with
informants

Desiccated matter
Six snail shells
One small Beetle/fly
wing
(whole)
Droppings?
Twigs
Two tibia from Cock
Chafer Beetle (largest
UK beetle
Small segmented leg
(beetle, abdomen)

A word or two about beetles…
• ‘Beetles in bottles’ (and snails) known as a charm for whooping
cough (Ireland)…
• Folklore/witchlore widely attests the witches’ own ability to take the
form of animals/insects
• Some animals/insects are perceived to be agents of evil/familiars of
the witch
• Cock Chafer beetle, slang ‘billy-witch’ or ‘kitty-witch’ (Suffolk)

After 1736 – harming/drawing blood of the witch is unlawful

• Toad fairs/‘Lifting the witch’ ritual (Devon) is perhaps a response to change
in law = WITCH AS TOAD legs torn off /catapulted! (S. Baring-Gould)
• Is this a coping strategy?; harming/controlling the ‘witch’ by proxy?

?

Working theory: Bottles become prisons or
traps of the witches’ spirit / familiar / animal /
insect form, doubling as healing and protective
charms… for example…

‘Spirit Bottles’: for housing unwanted spirits and keeping them
amused [MWM Objects 1032 a,b,c,d, 307]

Witch bottles, healing and
protection

Jar, leather and string seal
with mouse and salt, c.1920s
• ‘West country charm’: “in this case a mouse
is caught befriended and fed for a while, then
death is induced and the death house jar is
placed in the barn or store suffering from the
inroads of a plague of mice”.
• Folk medicine: salt used to render down
the fat of animal (to be used in ointments)
• Folk magic / sacrificial aspect: that
suffering of mouse is in itself an warning
to other rodents / charm against building
infestation (i.e., protection magic).

Bottles and healing
• West Country charms involving striking or stroking afflicted
body part (human and animal) with leather, lead, stone and
bottles…

Bottles and coins
Object Nos. 2346 and 2338, depicting the female form of 'Providentia', c. 276-282 CE.

• Williamson writes that ‘Charm filled Bottles’ were used to ‘rub a bad
back’. (CWOLC 9365 a, b)
• Also that he was once told of a house charm consisting of a ‘bottles
under Roof Ridge Tiles. Contain[ing] Coins.’
• Coins in bottles?:
• ‘Heg’ or ‘Hag’ pennies?

• Harnessed healing virtue of the Moon and were steeped overnight (in the moons rays) to
charm cattle
• “Silver water, the ever popular cure all drink. The silver coins placed in the water must
have an impression of a female head on them. The[se] ... were used by Charlie Wallace, of
Rockcliffe, near Carlisle. Charmer Wallace charged a fee of a penny a glass and the coins
had to be left in the water overnight. The water had to be drunk as the dawn sun came
up.” [CWOLC 7095]

Bottle contains:
1 bronze coin (unidentifiable)
One semi-melted bent pin
One calcined deposit (unknown)
Donated after Bush Inn fire of
1968. Report “that strange dark
figures could be seen in the fire,
the pub being famous for it's
ghosts”.

Conclusions/going forward
• I have argued for an expansion of the definition of a ‘witch bottle’ c. 1850-1950…
• Because the analysis of museum-based material culture, cross referenced with relevant
archival material has lead to new pathways in research…
• MWM examples far exceed the ‘counter-curse-via-sympathetic magic’ definition enshrined by
Blagrave and Glanvill.

• But further examples are needed. Chemical analysis / scanning of objects is required…
• Continued active archaeological research is needed:
• Archaeology of cross-roads, wayside crosses etc., river banks/beds,

• Interpretations
• Regionalism: A beetle in a bottle is an Irish cure for whooping cough – but in England the
folklore is different;
• (an index for the meanings of witch bottle contents based on regional witchlore and folklore is
necessary = following Amy Gazin-Schwartz)

• The Object and Archival Material at MWM is a significant body of information that is
vital to the study of apotropaic magic for the period
• This is just a snapshot of the collection – we have loads of bottles - I didn’t even have time to
mention FART BOTTLES!

